Christmas 2009
Oh, what a lovely year except that we do not
have a child at Princeton. More on that later.

up to New Haven, Connecticut accompanied by
her favorite Dad.

This year we will cover our family in reverse
order by age.

Kelly, who, of course, is the mother of the
delightful Tabitha decided to follow up on the
wedding of the century with the baby of the
century (so far). Kelly and her husband Evan are
having a wonderful time with all the incredible
gadgets they have for babies now and really
love sleep deprivation. Kelly is continuing work
on her Ed.D. at Harvard and learning that
playing with a baby is more fun than research.

The newest member to join us is Tabitha Jane
Whitney who was born in Boston on September
19th. She is apparently the cutest baby in the

world based on our totally unbiased opinion.
We went up to see her at the beginning of
October and she will be here in Georgia for her
first Christmas.
Megan has decided to follow in her father's
footsteps and forsake corporate America and

pursue advanced degrees at Yale where she is
currently working on her Masters in Public
Health. She and her marvelous dog Dillon drove

Jackie is just beside herself with joy and
happiness that at last she is a grandmother
although she is a little concerned about being
half of "Gram & Cracker" which are our
designated grandparent name. You'll never
guess who did the designating! She is still
working at Lowe's as the world's finest kitchen
designer which is not as much fun in a recession
as it has been but nevertheless it keeps her
from becoming a fan dancer and talking with
hobos so it's a good thing.
Bill is still a lecturer at Ga Tech and also dabbles
in theater of various types. Don't ask, you won't
believe most of it. He once vowed that he
would not become nutty like other men when

Christmas 2009
they have grandchildren and so far this can be
considered a monumental fail. He has Tabitha
on his computer screen as the background and
he spends a lot of time looking at her and
smiling like he is slightly demented. He will tell
anyone who he can get to stand still and listen
that this is the world's cutest baby and his kids
are at Harvard and Yale. Pretty much no one
likes to talk to him anymore. He doesn't care
since his picture was in Professional
Photographer magazine (as a model) and it was
bigger than Colin Powell's picture. If you come
for a visit you can see it.

Go Tigers!

Merry Christmas

